Football for Friendship – We are changing the world!

Manu Barath, 11-year-old Indian boy, living in Hong Kong was selected as a Young Ambassador to represent Hong Kong
as a Young Footballer in the 6th season of Football for Friendship (F4F) social programme which was held in Moscow,
Russia from 8th to 15th June 2018 implemented by Gazprom company - official partner of FIFA and the World Cup Russia
2018.

Manu started playing football at the age of 4. He is a passionate footballer & has been the Most Valuable Player in
numerous football tournaments. Manu currently plays for the Hong Kong Football Association & his school team Discovery
College DC Cobras.

The F4F programme, aims at developing youth football and a healthy lifestyle, as well as promoting tolerance, openmindedness and respect for different cultures and nationalities between children from across the globe. The event was
attended by more than 1,500 guests from 211 countries & regions. 32 International Teams of Friendship were formed during
the open draw, as well as playing roles for each Young Player from each country (goalkeeper, defender, midfielder or
forward) were determined. The teams were organized using the "football for friendship" principle - athletes of different
nationalities, different genders and different physical abilities in one team. More than 5,000 media from around the world
covered the programme events, as well as the F4F International Children's Press Center, consisting of Young Journalists
from 211 countries and regions.

The F4F international camp was held from 9th to 11th June 2018 at the Spartak football academy for the Young
Ambassadors spreading the awareness of the key universal values of the programme - friendship, equality, fairness, health,
peace, devotion, victory, traditions and honour. The children were addressed by the public figures, representatives of the
funds for protection of the nature, the journalists of the leading Russian and foreign media. All the young participants
attended the classes of the Nine Values School which was estimated by the UN as the unique educational programme as
well as participated in the Olympic lesson and the International Children`s Ecological Forum. The camp was guided by
young coaches and famous football players that helped young players to establish relations, elaborate the team tactics and
feel the support of other team members.

The training camp was followed by the F4F World Championship that was held on 12th June 2018 at the Sapsan Arena
Stadium. The championship helped demonstrate to guests from all over the world that friendship is possible regardless of
gender, physical abilities and nationality. Football stars, leaders of the Football Federations, representatives of the Russian
Football Union, the Paralympic Committee of Russia as well as social activists, including Aleksandr Kerzhakov, the senior
coach of the Junior Russian Team, Syrian footballer Firas Al-Khatib as well as the Prince and the footballer from Saudi
Arabia, Alsayyar Abdulrahman were the guest of honour for the championship.

The programme wrapped up with the International F4F Children’s Forum that was held on 13th June 2018 at Moskvarium
where young journalists covered the programme events in their countries by preparing the news and materials for the
leading international sports mass media. Kids were taking part in preparing materials for the F4F international TV channel,
the international children’s newspaper, the official radio stations and posts for social networks. During the forum, children
could share their experiences and hold discussions with their peers, famous footballers and journalists, including Spanish
goalkeeper Iker Casillas and former defender of England's women's national team Alex Scott.

On 14th June 2018, all the youngsters were invited to watch the opening ceremony of the 2018 FIFA World Cup and the
first match between Russia and Saudi Arabia at the Luzhniki, Stadium in Moscow, during which Manu served as Hong
Kong’s flag bearer.

